
31 Cooya Beach Road St, Cooya Beach

PRISTINE AWARD WINNING HOME FOR SALE

This has to be one of the region's best examples of a 'master built' tropical

home. Nothing has been missed in the design and construction it just

simply works and flows from one room to another with the illusion of

bringing the outdoors in... This is home...

It's simple the next step is to have an inspection that can be arranged by us

at any time, this is the best way to appreciate the features of this enchanting

home as they need to be appreciated by your own eyes. Below is a short list

of the main attributes;

* Each bedroom featuring access to the complete wrap around rear deck.

* Kitchen for Kings with every gadget plus polished concrete island bench.

* Alfresco dining and lazy lunches will be complete with the funky outdoor

kitchen. 

* Irresistible above ground swimming pool off the main deck with sun

lounge area.

* Neat, tidy & easy to care for gardens truly immerse you within the

surroundings.

* Master bedroom boasts seclusion, luxurious en-suite & stunning outlook.

 4  2  2   932 m2

Price SOLD

Property Type Residential

Property ID 247

Land Area 932 m2

Agent Details

Callum Jones - 0437 981 195

Office Details

Port Douglas

1/32 Macrossan St Port Douglas

QLD 4877 Australia 

07 4099 5550

Sold



This is just a snap shot of what you can expect, you can scroll through the

photographs for hours but being here in person is a must, come and see for

yourself...

The owners are relocating to a larger home and wish to have a fast, efficient

sale of what they have called home for the last four years. 

This is your moment to begin the next chapter of what has been a very

comfortable and fulfilling family residence.

Contact Callum Jones for further information or for a timely inspection on

0437 981 195.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


